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Abstract
Inspired by the gauge/YBE correspondence this paper derives some star-triangle type
relations from dualities in 2d N = (0, 2) USp(2N) supersymmetric quiver gauge theories.
To be precise, we study two cases. The first case is the Intriligator-Pouliot duality in 2d
N = (0, 2) USp(2N) theories. The description is performed explicitly for N = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
and also for N = 3k + 2, which generalizes the situation in N = 2, 5. For N = 1 a triangle
identity is obtained. For N = 2, 5 it is found that the realization of duality implies slight
variations of a star-triangle relation type (STR type). The values N = 3, 4 are associated to
a similar version of the asymmetric STR. The second case is a new duality for 2d N = (0, 2)
USp(2N) theories with matter in the antisymmetric tensor representation that arises from
dimensional reduction of 4d N = 1 USp(2N) Csa´ki-Skiba-Schmaltz duality. It is shown that
this duality is associated to a triangle type identity for any value of N . In all cases Boltzmann
weights as well as interaction and normalization factors are completely determined. Finally,
our relations are compared with those previously reported in the literature.
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1 Introduction
Classical and quantum integrable systems defined through the Yang-Baxter equation (YBE) have
been studied from diverse view points in the literature. Important work has been summarized in
many compendia reported at early stages, see for instance, [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6].
Recently, a surprising relation between quiver gauge theories in various dimensions with diverse
degrees of supersymmetry and integrable models in statistical mechanics has starting to be explored
by many authors, for an overview see [7] and references therein. This relation is termed in the
literature as the gauge/YBE correspondence. In this correspondence the underlying spin lattice
in the integrable model is identified to the quiver diagram of the quiver gauge theory. Moreover
the self-interaction and nearest-neighbour interaction of spins correspond to the gauge vector
supermultiplets in the adjoint representation of the gauge group and the chiral multiplet in the
bifundamental representation of the gauge group, respectively. As a result of the work on this
subject a dictionary of this correspondence has been established between the structure and features
of the integrable models and the quiver field theory. For instance, the spin variables can be
identified with the gauge holonomies along non-trivial homology 1-cycles, the rapidity line can be
identified with the zig-zag path, the spectral parameter with the R-charge, the statistical partition
function to the field theory partition function, the star-star relation to the Seiberg(-like) duality,
the Yang-Baxter equation with the Yang-Baxter duality, etc.
There are plenty of integrable models that have been obtained from supersymmetric dualities
via the gauge/YBE correspondence [7]. This have been done for different dimensions, amounts
of supersymmetry, gauge groups and diverse curved manifolds. To state some examples, there
are integrable models associated to 2d N = (2, 2) theories (see, for instance, [8, 9]), 3d N = 2
theories (see, for instance, [10, 11]) and 4d N = 1 theories (see, for instance, [12, 13]). A large
list of more dualities is given in [14]. Despite the rich zoo of new integrable models obtained from
the gauge/YBE correspondence and as far as we know, there are no explicit integrable models
associated with 2d N = (0, 2) theories and we have found very few literature about this topic (see,
for example, [15] for the context of brane constructions).
The above considerations have motivated the authors to study 2d supersymmetric N = (0, 2) field
theories. It would be interesting to investigate whether this family of theories can be incorporated
to the context of the mentioned correspondence and to check if there are integrable models that
can be associated to these models. However, as a first step in this direction we will concentrate
in the present work in studying what kind of star-triangle relations can be associated to some
of the dualities obeyed for these supersymmetric theories. Thus the aim of the present article is
to study what kind of star-triangle relations (or some of their variants as the star-tringle type
relation, STR type, or the triangle identity) arises from some dualities in supersymmetric quiver
gauge theories. In this direction, we first analyse the Intriligator-Pouliot duality in 2d N = (0, 2)
USp(2N) theories coming from dimensional reduction (see [16] for description of this reduction)
of 4d N = 1 USp(2N) confining Intriligator-Pouliot theory originally studied in [17]. The analysis
is carried out for different values of N . We also study a new duality for 2d N = (0, 2) USp(2N)
theories with matter in the antisymmetric tensor representation found in [18] that arises from a
dimensional reduction of 4d N = 1 USp(2N) Csa´ki-Skiba-Schmaltz duality first discussed in [19].
The expressions obtained in this work share many features with the standard star-triangle relation,
such as the general distribution and dependence on the spin variables and spectral parameters,
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although they have not exactly the same form. In certain cases we found some similarity with star-
triangle type relations discussed in the literature of Yang–Baxter/3D-consistency correspondence
[20, 21, 22, 23].
Intriligator-Pouliot and Csa´ki-Skiba-Schmaltz dualities are important in the context of Seiberg-
like duality [24, 25] while 2d N = (0, 2) theories have special interest since the discovery of trialities
among them [26, 27]. In a remarkable paper [26] the authors studied the space of 2d N = (0, 2)
supersymmetric quiver gauge theories and there it was found a triality among them. There it is
also speculated the possibility that the triality would be associated with the tetrahedron equation
of statistical mechanics (see [28], for instance, for some work on this equation) in a similar way
that Seiberg’s duality is related with Yang-Baxter equation.
This article is organized as follows: in Section 2 a brief overview of the gauge/YBE correspon-
dence is given. In Section 3 we review the 4d Csa´ki-Skiba-Schmaltz duality and its associated
STR type expression. Section 4 is devoted to obtain some slight variants of the star-tringle type
relations from 2d theories with supersymmetry N = (0, 2) and USp(2N) gauge group. For 2d
Intriligator-Pouliot duality this is carried out for the first five values of N and a general case with
N = 3k + 2. In this same section it is shown that the relation associated with 2d Csa´ki-Skiba-
Schmaltz duality for any value of N is a triangle type identity. Finally, in Section 5 we give our
final remarks.
2 Overview of gauge/YBE correspondence
In the present section we provide a brief overview of the gauge/YBE correspondence. Our aim
will not intend to be exhaustive but only to introduce the notation and conventions that will be
useful in the subsequent sections.
As stated in [7], an integrable model is considered to be a solution of the Yang-Baxter equation
with spectral parameters that satisfies the rapidity difference property in their R-matrices
R23(z2 − z3)R13(z1 − z3)R12(z1 − z2) = R12(z1 − z2)R13(z1 − z3)R23(z2 − z3), (1)
where z1, z2 and z3 are the spectral parameters and
Rij ∈ End(Vi ⊗ Vj) (2)
for all i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3} with i 6= j. Note that in equation (1) operators (2) are actually promoted to
operators in End(V1 ⊗ V2 ⊗ V3) by an adequate insertion of an identity.
One of the best known integrable models is the 2d Ising model in statistical mechanics which
is part of the Ising-type integrable models that can be obtained from the YBE depending on the
values taken by the spin variables, which can be discrete, continuous or a combination of both of
them. There are two relations from statistical mechanics, known as star-star relation and star-
triangle relation (SSR and STR from now on, respectively), such that a solution of one of them is
immediately a solution of the YBE. In constructing integrable models it is preferable to solve one
of those relations instead because of the highly constrained nature of the YBE.
The so called gauge/YBE correspondence is given between supersymmetric quiver gauge theories
and integrable models in statistical mechanics. It is then necessary to roughly describe such theories
and their relation with statistical mechanics.
4
2.1 Construction of the correspondence
The review of this subsection is carried out mainly following Ref. [7]. For a quiver gauge theory
in dimension d with gauge group G, let V and E be the sets of all vertices and edges in its
associated quiver diagram, respectively. Each vertex v contains gauge fields1 Aµv (x) with values in
the associated Lie algebra of the gauge group Gv while each edge e from v
′ to v′′ contains a matter
field φe transforming in the bifundamental representation
(
,
)
of Gv′ × Gv′′ . The partition
function for the quiver gauge theory with gauge group G is given by the partition function which
is the product of partition functions for all possible vertices and edges
Z˜ =
∫ ∏
v∈V
DAv
∏
e∈E
Dφe e
−L˜ ({Av}v∈V , {φe}e∈E), (3)
where
L˜ ({Av}v∈V , {φe}e∈E) =
∑
v∈V
L˜v (Av) +
∑
e∈E
L˜e ({Av}v∈e, φe) , (4)
with L˜v (Av) the kinetic term for Av and L˜e ({Av}v∈e, φe) the interaction term between φe and the
gauge fields {Av}v∈e.
To obtain a supersymmetric quiver gauge theory one must supersymmetrize the theory (3) by
using, for instance, supersymmetric localization. After this procedure is applied to 4d N = 1
Yang-Mills theory, each vertex v has now associated a N = 1 vector multiplet2 Vv = (Av, λv, Fv)
where λv and Fv are a gaugino and an auxiliary field, respectively, while each edge e from v
′ to
v′′ has now a N = 1 chiral multiplet3 Φe = (φe, ψe, He) where ψe and He are a fermion and an
auxiliary field, respectively. The supersymmetric theory has partition function
Z =
∫ ∏
v∈V
DAvDλvDFv
∏
e∈E
DφeDψeDHe e
−L ({Vv}v∈V , {Φe}e∈E). (5)
After regularization by integration in a compact manifoldM this partition function can be reduced
to
Z[M ] =
∑
{σv}v∈V
e−L ({σv}v∈V ), (6)
where
L ({σv}v∈V ) =
∑
v∈V
Lv (σv) +
∑
e∈E
Le ({σv}v∈e) , (7)
with {σv}v∈V a set of finite-dimensional variables associated with holonomies of Av along non-trivial
homology cycles of M . Equations (6) and (7) nicely match with statistical mechanics because in
1Here, µ = 1, . . . , d and x is a point in the d-dimensional space. From now on it will be written as Av.
2Each field is in the adjoint representation of Gv.
3The multiplet is in a non-trivial representation of Gv′ ×Gv′′ .
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a typical statistical lattice the vertices contain spin variables sv so that the partition function is
given by
Z =
∑
{sv}v∈V
e−ξ ({sv}v∈V ), (8)
where
ξ ({sv}v∈V ) =
∑
v∈V
ξv (sv) +
∑
e∈E
ξe ({sv}v∈e) , (9)
with ξv (sv) the self-interaction term at vertex v and ξ
e ({sv}v∈e) the nearest-neighbour interaction
of the spins. Comparison of Eqs. (6) and (7) with (8) and (9), respectively, provides a deep
connection between supersymmetric quiver gauge theories and statistical mechanical theories, and
this is an important point of the gauge/YBE correspondence.
Until now the description has made manifest the correspondence between quiver diagram and
statistical lattice, supersymmetric quiver gauge partition function and statistical partition function,
vector multiplet in the adjoint representation and self-interaction term, chiral multiplet in the
bifundamental representation and nearest-neighbour interaction, and holonomies of gauge fields
and spin variables; but the relation between these sets of theories is actually deeper. Dualities
in supersymmetric gauge theories play a very important role [7]. In particular, we will see in the
following subsection that Seiberg-like duality is related to the star-star relation.
2.2 From Seiberg-like duality to star-star relation
Original Seiberg duality [29] is a strong/weak (or S) duality between two 4d N = 1 gauge theo-
ries in the infrared regimen, one with gauge group SU(Nc) and the other one with gauge group
SU(Nf−Nc), where Nc and Nf are the number of colors and flavours. For example, for an original
theory with SU(2) gauge group and SU(6) flavour group (this means 6 flavours or chiral multiplets
transforming in the fundamental representation of both the gauge and the flavour groups, and the
vector multiplets transforming in the adjoint representation of the gauge group), the dual theory is
that with gauge group SU(4), 15 chiral multiplets in the totally antisymmetric tensor representa-
tion of the flavour group and without gauge degrees of freedom. There are several generalizations
of this duality depending on the dimension of the theory and the amount of supersymmetry.
As stated at the beginning of this section, a solution of the SSR is also a solution of the YBE.
This means that the correspondence between Seiberg-like duality and SSR can be used to build
and to study integrable models from the point of view of supersymmetric quiver gauge theories.
One way for constructing integrable models is to find the correspondence between supersymmetric
indices (a.k.a. elliptic flavoured genera) of Seiberg-like dual theories and then directly compare
them with SSR or STR expressions in order to find the associated Boltzmann weights.
In Ref. [9] an integrable model is derived from Seiberg-like duality of 2d N = (2, 2) supersym-
metric quiver gauge theories on T2. This model is shown to be a dimensional reduction of 4d
N = 1 supersymmetric quiver gauge theories on T2 × S2 [30]. Gauge theories 2d N = (2, 2) are
described in [31, 32] as dimensional reduction of 4d N = 1 theories. The spectrum of (2, 2) theories
in two dimensions consists of two different multiplets, namely, the chiral multiplet with fermions
ψ+ and ψ− of opposite chirality and a complex scalar φ, and the vector multiplet V containing
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Majorana fermions λ+ and λ−, a complex scalar σ and gauge bosons {vα}α=0,1. The analysis of
the index (flavoured elliptic genus in the NS-NS sector) of 2d N = (2, 2) supersymmetric gauge
theories is carried out in [33]. Moreover, the contribution due to chiral and vector multiplets is
given in terms of Jacobi theta functions, θ(y; q). The index duality of these 2d N = (2, 2) theories
is given as follows [9]
1
2
(
(q, q)2∞
θ(y; q)
)∫
dz
2piiz
[∏6
i=1∆(aiz
±1; q, y)
∆(z±2; q, y)
]
=
∏
1≤i<j≤6
∆(aiaj ; q, y), (10)
where
∆(a; q, y) =
θ(ay; q)
θ(a; q)
, (11)
here, the left hand side consists of a theory with gauge group SU(2) and flavour group SU(6)
while the right hand one is a theory with only 15 chiral multiplets. Note that the field content is
essentially the same as in the 4d N = 1 Seiberg duality4. This 2d N = (2, 2) duality corresponds
in the statistical mechanical side to STR for continuous spin variables [9]∫
dσS(σ)Wη−γ(σ, σi)Wη−β(σ, σj)Wη−α(σ, σk) = R(α, β, γ)Wα(σi, σj)Wβ(σi, σk)Wγ(σj , σk), (12)
where S(σ) and R(α, β, γ) stand for the interaction and normalization factors, respectively, while
Wα(σi, σj) are the associated Boltzmann weights.
The next section contains a derivation of the star-triangle type expression discussed in [12]
obtained from 4d N = 1 USp(2N) Csa´ki-Skiba-Schmaltz duality for supersymmetric quiver gauge
theories with matter in the antisymmetric tensor representation first studied in [19], whose index
duality is given in terms of standard elliptic gamma functions.
3 Star-triangle type relation for 4d N = 1 USp(2N) Csa´ki-
Skiba-Schmaltz duality
In [12] the star-triangle type relation associated with 4d N = 1 USp(2N) duality for theories with
matter in the antisymmetric tensor representation is determined. It is convenient to realize the
duality for these theories through the following expression
(p, p)n∞(q, q)
n
∞
(4pi)nn!
∫
Tn
n∏
j=1
[
dzj
izj
] ∏
1≤j<k≤n
[
Γ
(
tz±1j z
±1
k ; p, q
)
Γ
(
z±1j z
±1
k ; p, q
) ] n∏
j=1
[∏6
m=1 Γ
(
tmz
±1
j ; p, q
)
Γ
(
z±2j ; p, q
) ]
=
n∏
j=1
[
Γ (tj ; p, q)
Γ (t; p, q)
] n∏
j=1
[ ∏
1≤m<s≤6
Γ
(
tj−1tmts; p, q
)]
, (13)
4When considering Seiberg-like dualities in different dimensions one usually neglects the superpotential of the
theory and just analyses the field content.
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where Γ is the standard elliptic gamma function. This 4d USp(2N) duality corresponds in the
statistical mechanics side to the following star-triangle type relation stated in [12]∫
[0,2pi]n
[du]S(u; t, p, q)Wη−α(x,u)Wα+γ(y,u)Wη−γ(w,u)
= R(α, γ, η; t, p, q)W tα(y, w)W
t
η−α−γ(x, w)W
t
γ(x, y), (14)
where S(u; t, p, q) and R(α, γ, η; t, p, q) are the interaction and normalization factors, respectively,
whileWη−α(x,u) andW
t
α(y, w) are the two types of associated Boltzmann weights. The Boltzmann
weights for this model are explicitly calculated5 by comparing the supersymmetric duality (13) and
the STR type expression (14). To this end, consider the following definitions
t1 =
√
pq eη − α+ ix, t3 = √pq eα + γ + iy, t5 = √pq eη − γ + iw,
t2 =
√
pq eη − α− ix, t4 = √pq eα + γ − iy, t6 = √pq eη − γ − iw,
zj = e
iuj , pq = t2n−2
6∏
m=1
tm, pq = t
−n+1e−2η, (15)
where equations involving pq are the balancing condition and the definition of the crossing param-
eter η, in that order. Let’s work explicitly both sides of equation (13). First, rewrite this equation
by using (15) as∫
[0,2pi]n
[
(p, p)n∞(q, q)
n
∞
(4pi)nn!
n∏
j=1
[
Γ (t; p, q)
Γ (tj; p, q)
] n∏
j=1
duj
] ∏
1≤j<k≤n
[
Γ (te±iuje±iuk ; p, q)
Γ (e±iuje±iuk ; p, q)
]
×
n∏
j=1
1
Γ (e±2iuj ; p, q)
n∏
j=1
6∏
m=1
Γ
(
tme
±iuj ; p, q
)
=
n∏
j=1
∏
1≤m<s≤6
Γ
(
tj−1tmts; p, q
)
. (16)
By defining the measure [du] and the interaction term S(u; t, p, q) as
[du] =
(p, p)n∞(q, q)
n
∞
(4pi)nn!
n∏
j=1
[
Γ (t; p, q)
Γ (tj; p, q)
] n∏
j=1
duj,
S(u; t, p, q) =
∏
1≤j<k≤n
[
Γ (te±iuje±iuk ; p, q)
Γ (e±iuje±iuk ; p, q)
] n∏
j=1
1
Γ (e±2iuj ; p, q)
, (17)
where u = (u1, . . . , un), it is possible to express (16) as∫
[0,2pi]n
[du]S(u; t, p, q)
n∏
j=1
6∏
m=1
Γ
(
tme
±iuj ; p, q
)
=
n∏
j=1
∏
1≤m<s≤6
Γ
(
tj−1tmts; p, q
)
. (18)
5Calculations here contain a slightly different definition of the measure and of the interaction and normalization
factors from those in reference [12].
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For the left hand of (18) we note that
6∏
m=1
Γ
(
tme
±iuj ; p, q
)
= Γ
(√
pq eη−α+ixe±iuj ; p, q
)
Γ
(√
pq eη−α−ixe±iuj ; p, q
)
×Γ (√pq eα+γ+iye±iuj ; p, q)Γ (√pq eα+γ−iye±iuj ; p, q)
×Γ (√pq eη−γ+iwe±iuj ; p, q)Γ (√pq eη−γ−iwe±iuj ; p, q)
= Γ
(√
pq eη−αe±ixe±iuj ; p, q
)
Γ
(√
pq eα+γe±iye±iuj ; p, q
)
×Γ (√pq eη−γe±iwe±iuj ; p, q) . (19)
Now, for the right hand side of (18) one has∏
1≤m<s≤6
Γ
(
tj−1tmts; p, q
)
=
[
Γ
(
tj−1(pq) e2(η−α); p, q
)
Γ
(
tj−1(pq) e2(α+γ); p, q
)
×Γ (tj−1(pq) e2(η−γ); p, q) ]
×Γ (tj−1(pq) eη+γe±ixe±iy; p, q)
×Γ (tj−1(pq) e2η−α−γe±ixe±iw; p, q)
×Γ (tj−1(pq) eη+αe±iye±iw; p, q)
= R(α, γ, η; t, p, q)
×Γ
(√
pq
(
tj−
n+1
2
)
eαe±iye±iw; p, q
)
×Γ
(√
pq
(
tj−
n+1
2
)
eγe±ixe±iy; p, q
)
×Γ
(√
pq
(
tj−
n+1
2
)
eη−α−γe±ixe±iw; p, q
)
, (20)
where the last equality introduced the normalization factor R(α, γ, η; t, p, q) as
R(α, γ, η; t, p, q) = Γ
(
tj−1(pq) e2(η−α); p, q
)
Γ
(
tj−1(pq) e2(α+γ); p, q
)
Γ
(
tj−1(pq) e2(η−γ); p, q
)
(21)
and it was used the equality
(pq)
(
tj−1
)
eη+α =
√
pq
(
tj−
n+1
2
)
eα,
which can be obtained from the last expression in (15). Thus, by keeping (19) and (20) in mind,
and taking the definition of the Boltzmann weights as follows
Wη−α(x,u) =
n∏
j=1
Γ
(√
pq eη−αe±ixe±iuj ; p, q
)
,
Wα+γ(y,u) =
n∏
j=1
Γ
(√
pq eα+γe±iye±iuj ; p, q
)
,
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Wη−γ(w,u) =
n∏
j=1
Γ
(√
pq eη−γe±iwe±iuj ; p, q
)
,
W tα(y, w) =
n∏
j=1
Γ
(√
pq
(
tj−
n+1
2
)
eαe±iye±iw; p, q
)
,
W tη−α−γ(x, w) =
n∏
j=1
Γ
(√
pq
(
tj−
n+1
2
)
eη−α−γe±ixe±iw; p, q
)
,
W tγ(x, y) =
n∏
j=1
Γ
(√
pq
(
tj−
n+1
2
)
eγe±ixe±iy; p, q
)
, (22)
it is possible to rewrite (18) exactly as (14), as desired. Note that the right hand side Boltzmann
weights contain an extra parameter t that is not present in the left hand side ones. This feature
will be shared with our result in section 4.2.
4 STR type expressions for 2d N = (0, 2) USp(2N) dualities
Gauge theories 2d N = (0, 2) are nicely described in [31, 32]. The spectrum of these theories
consist of three different multiplets, namely, the chiral multiplet Φ with one chiral fermion Ψ+ and
one complex scalar φ, the vector multiplet V with one fermion χ− and gauge bosons {vα}α=0,1, and
the Fermi multiplet Λ with one chiral spinor λ−, a holomorphic function E of the chiral superfields
Φi and an auxiliary field G. The contributions to the index (elliptic flavored genus in the NS-NS
sector) of 2d N = (0, 2) theories coming from chiral, vector and Fermi multiplets are calculated in
[34] and they are given in terms of the Jacobi theta functions.
4.1 2d N = (0, 2) USp(2N) Intriligator-Pouliot duality
In this subsection we analyse 2d N = (0, 2) USp(2N) Intriligator-Pouliot duality and we build
star-triangle type relations for different values of N . As stated in [16], this duality comes from
dimensional reduction on S2 of 4d N = 1 USp(2N) confining Intriligator-Pouliot duality (this one,
first studied in [19], is the USp(2N) version of Seiberg duality). The 2d N = (0, 2) USp(2N)
Intriligator-Pouliot duality is realized between a USp(2N) gauge theory with 2N + 2 chiral mul-
tiplets in the fundamental representation, and a Laudau-Ginzburg model with (N + 1)(2N + 1)
chiral multiplets and a Fermi multiplet. The elliptic flavoured genera expression for the duality of
these 2d N = (0, 2) USp(2N) supersymmetric quiver gauge theories is, from [18]6,∫
dz¯N∏N
i=1
∏2N+2
a=1 θ
(
suaz
±1
i ; q
) = θ (qs−2(N+1); q)∏
1≤a<b≤2N+2 θ (s
2uaub; q)
, (23)
where
dz¯N =
(q; q)2N∞
N !(4pi)N
N∏
i=1
[
dzi
izi
θ
(
z±2i ; q
)] ∏
1≤i<j≤N
θ
(
z±1i z
±1
j ; q
)
(24)
6As stated in this reference, equality (23) can be tested perturbatively in variable q.
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is the measure associated with USp(2N). Here, {ua}a=1,...,2N+2 and {s} are the sets of fugacities
associated with the global symmetry group SU(2N+2)u×U(1)s of these theories. Thus, to match
with star-triangle type relations the three spectral parameters α, β and γ have to be distributed
into N +1 pairs of fugacities as in the subsequent expressions (32), (42), (51), (60), (70) and (80).
There would be then 4N(N + 1) theta functions having spin variables xi, i = 1, . . . , N + 1, in the
left hand side of (23) while there will be 2N(N + 1) in the right hand one. It will also be useful
to define the following expressions
zi = e
iΩi, (25)
[dΩ] =
N∏
i=1
dΩi, (26)
S (Ω; q) =
N∏
i=1
θ
(
e±2iΩi ; q
) ∏
1≤i<j≤N
θ
(
e±iΩie±iΩj ; q
)
, (27)
where (27) will stand for the interaction factor for any value of N , so that (23) can be written as∫
[dΩ]S (Ω; q)∏N
i=1
∏2N+2
a=1 θ (suae
±iΩi ; q)
=
N !(4pi)N
(q; q)2N∞
[
θ
(
qs−2(N+1); q
)∏
1≤a<b≤2N+2 θ (s
2uaub; q)
]
. (28)
Define also the crossing parameter η as
η = α+ β + γ (29)
and the following notation that will be used throughout the whole work
θ
(
ae±b; q
)
= θ
(
aeb; q
)
θ
(
ae−b; q
)
. (30)
In the following subsections we obtain STR type expressions for 2d N = (0, 2) USp(2N)
Intriligator-Pouliot duality (23). In section 4.1.1 we obtain an expression analogous to the so called
triangle identity identified in [22] in the context of Yang–Baxter/3D-consistency correspondence.
In sections 4.1.3 and 4.1.4 we observe a similarity with the asymmetric form of the star-triangle
relation [21, 22, 23]. Finally, in sections 4.1.2, 4.1.5 and 4.1.6 an attempt to build an STR type
expression is carried out.
4.1.1 Case N = 1
The analysis of N = 1 case is interesting because duality (23) reduces, by using (24), to
(q; q)2∞
4pi
∫ [
dz
iz
θ
(
z±2; q
)] 4∏
a=1
[
θ
(
suaz
±1; q
) ]−1
= θ
(
qs−4; q
) ∏
1≤a<b≤4
[
θ
(
s2uaub; q
) ]−1
, (31)
which is precisely 2d N = (0, 2) SU(2) duality considered in [27, 16] between a SU(2) gauge theory
with 4 chiral multiplets in the fundamental representation and a Landau-Ginzburg model with 6
chiral multiplets and a Fermi multiplet.
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By using (30) and defining the following relations between fugacities, spectral parameters and
spin variables as
u1 = s
−1e−α+ix1 , u3 = s
−1e−β+ix2 ,
u2 = s
−1e−α−ix1 , u4 = s
−1e−β−ix2 , (32)
and the balancing condition as
4∏
a=1
ua =
1
q
, (33)
it is possible to write some factors in (31) as
4∏
a=1
θ
(
suaz
±1; q
)
= θ
(
e−α+ix1e±iΩ; q
)
θ
(
e−α−ix1e±iΩ; q
)
θ
(
e−β+ix2e±iΩ; q
)
θ
(
e−β−ix2e±iΩ; q
)
= θ
(
e−αe±ix1e±iΩ; q
)
θ
(
e−βe±ix2e±iΩ; q
)
(34)
and ∏
1≤a<b≤4
θ
(
s2uaub; q
)
= θ
(
e−2α; q
)
θ
(
e−2β; q
)
θ
(
e−(α+β)+ix1+ix2; q
)
×θ (e−(α+β)+ix1−ix2; q) θ (e−(α+β)−ix1+ix2; q) θ (e−(α+β)−ix1−ix2; q)
= θ
(
e−2α; q
)
θ
(
e−2β; q
)
θ
(
e−(α+β)e±ix1e±ix2 ; q
)
. (35)
Also, note that the balancing condition (33) implies the following relation
qs−4 = e2(α+β). (36)
Now, by using Eqs. (25), (34), (35) and (36), the index duality (31) can be rewritten as
(q; q)2∞
4pi
∫
[dΩ]
[
θ
(
e±2iΩ; q
) ][
θ
(
e−αe±ix1e±iΩ; q
)
θ
(
e−βe±ix2e±iΩ; q
) ]−1
= θ
(
e2(α+β); q
) [
θ
(
e−2α; q
)
θ
(
e−2β ; q
)
θ
(
e−(α+β)e±ix1e±ix2; q
) ]−1
. (37)
The definition of the interaction and normalization factors, S (Ω; q) and R(α, β), respectively, as
S (Ω; q) =
(
e±2iΩ; q
)
,
R(α, β) =
1!(4pi)1
(q; q)
2(1)
∞
θ
(
e2(α+β); q
) [
θ
(
e−2α; q
)
θ
(
e−2β; q
) ]−1
, (38)
and the Boltzmann weights as
Wα (x1,Ω) =
[
θ
(
e−αe±ix1e±iΩ; q
) ]−1
,
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Wβ (x2,Ω) =
[
θ
(
e−βe±ix2e±iΩ; q
) ]−1
,
Wα+β (x1, x2) =
[
θ
(
e−(α+β)e±ix1e±ix2; q
) ]−1
, (39)
allows us to write the index duality (37) as∫
[dΩ]S (Ω; q)Wα (x1,Ω)Wβ (x2,Ω) = R(α, β)Wα+β (x1, x2) . (40)
Expression (40) is very interesting because its form is analogous to that of the triangle identity
considered in the context of Yang–Baxter/3D-consistency correspondence [22].
4.1.2 Case N = 2
Now let’s consider the case N = 2 for which (23) can be written, by using (24), as∫ [
(q; q)
2(2)
∞
2!(4pi)2
[
2∏
i=1
dzi
izi
]
2∏
i=1
θ
(
z±2i ; q
) ∏
1≤i<j≤2
θ
(
z±1i z
±1
j ; q
)] 2∏
i=1
6∏
a=1
[
θ
(
suaz
±1
i ; q
) ]−1
= θ
(
qs−6; q
) ∏
1≤a<b≤6
[
θ
(
s2uaub; q
) ]−1
. (41)
In order to work explicitly both sides of expression (41) define the following relations
u1 = s
−1e−α+ix1 , u3 = s
−1e−β+ix2, u5 = s
−1e−γ+ix3 ,
u2 = s
−1e−α−ix1 , u4 = s
−1e−β−ix2, u6 = s
−1e−γ−ix3 , (42)
as well as the balancing condition
6∏
a=1
ua =
1
q
. (43)
By using (25) and (42), the left and right hand sides of (41) can be rewritten as
2∏
i=1
6∏
a=1
θ
(
suaz
±1
i ; q
)
=
2∏
i=1
[
θ
(
su1e
±iΩi; q
)
θ
(
su2e
±iΩi; q
)
θ
(
su3e
±iΩi ; q
)
×θ (su4e±iΩi; q) θ (su5e±iΩi; q) θ (su6e±iΩi ; q) ]
=
2∏
i=1
[
θ
(
e−αeix1e±iΩi ; q
)
θ
(
e−αe−ix1e±iΩi ; q
)
×θ (e−βeix2e±iΩi; q) θ (e−βe−ix2e±iΩi; q)
×θ (e−γeix3e±iΩi ; q) θ (e−γe−ix3e±iΩi ; q) ]
=
2∏
i=1
[
θ
(
e−αe±ix1e±iΩi ; q
)
θ
(
e−βe±ix2e±iΩi; q
)
θ
(
e−γe±ix3e±iΩi; q
) ]
, (44)
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and∏
1≤a<b≤6
θ
(
s2uaub; q
)
= θ
(
s2u1u2; q
)
θ
(
s2u1u3; q
)
θ
(
s2u1u4; q
)
θ
(
s2u1u5; q
)
θ
(
s2u1u6; q
)
×θ (s2u2u3; q) θ (s2u2u4; q) θ (s2u2u5; q) θ (s2u2u6; q) θ (s2u3u4; q)
×θ (s2u3u5; q) θ (s2u3u6; q) θ (s2u4u5; q) θ (s2u4u6; q) θ (s2u5u6; q)
=
[
θ
(
e−2α; q
)
θ
(
e−2β ; q
)
θ
(
e−2γ ; q
) ]
×
[
θ
(
e−(α+β)+ix1+ix2; q
)
θ
(
e−(α+β)+ix1−ix2; q
)
θ
(
e−(α+β)−ix1+ix2; q
)
×θ (e−(α+β)−ix1−ix2 ; q) ]
×
[
θ
(
e−(α+γ)+ix1+ix3; q
)
θ
(
e−(α+γ)+ix1−ix3 ; q
)
θ
(
e−(α+γ)−ix1+ix3; q
)
×θ (e−(α+γ)−ix1−ix3; q) ]
×
[
θ
(
e−(β+γ)+ix2+ix3; q
)
θ
(
e−(β+γ)+ix2−ix3; q
)
θ
(
e−(β+γ)−ix2+ix3; q
)
×θ (e−(β+γ)−ix2−ix3 ; q) ]
=
[
θ
(
e−2α; q
)
θ
(
e−2β ; q
)
θ
(
e−2γ ; q
) ]
×
[
θ
(
e−(α+β)e±ix1e±ix2 ; q
)
θ
(
e−(α+γ)e±ix1e±ix3 ; q
)
θ
(
e−(β+γ)e±ix2e±ix3 ; q
) ]
,
(45)
respectively. It is also important to remark that balancing condition (43) implies the relation
qs−6 = e2(α+β+γ). (46)
Then, by using Eqs. (44), (45) and (46), the index duality (41) can be rewritten as∫ [ 2∏
i=1
dΩi
][
2∏
i=1
θ
(
e±2iΩi ; q
) ∏
1≤i<j≤2
θ
(
e±iΩie±iΩj ; q
)]
×
2∏
i=1
[
θ
(
e−αe±ix1e±iΩi; q
)
θ
(
e−βe±ix2e±iΩi ; q
)
θ
(
e−γe±ix3e±iΩi ; q
) ]−1
=
2!(4pi)2
(q; q)4∞
[
θ
(
e−2(α+β+γ); q
) ][
θ
(
e−2α; q
)
θ
(
e−2β ; q
)
θ
(
e−2γ ; q
) ]−1
×
[
θ
(
e−(α+β)e±ix1e±ix2 ; q
)
θ
(
e−(α+γ)e±ix1e±ix3 ; q
)
θ
(
e−(β+γ)e±ix2e±ix3; q
) ]−1
. (47)
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Thus, by taking expression (26) as well as the definition of interaction and normalization factors,
S (Ω; q) and R(α, β, γ), respectively, as
S (Ω; q) =
2∏
i=1
θ
(
e±2iΩi ; q
) ∏
1≤i<j≤2
θ
(
e±iΩie±iΩj ; q
)
,
R(α, β, γ) =
2!(4pi)2
(q; q)4∞
[
θ
(
e2(α+β+γ); q
) ][
θ
(
e−2α; q
)
θ
(
e−2β ; q
)
θ
(
e−2γ ; q
) ]−1
, (48)
the crossing parameter as (29) and the Boltzmann weights as
W±α (x1,Ω) =
2∏
i=1
[
θ
(
e−αe±ix1e±iΩi ; q
) ]−1
,
W±β (x2,Ω) =
2∏
i=1
[
θ
(
e−βe±ix2e±iΩi; q
) ]−1
,
W±γ (x3,Ω) =
2∏
i=1
[
θ
(
e−γe±ix3e±iΩi ; q
) ]−1
,
Wη−γ(x1, x2, ) =
[
θ
(
e−(α+β)e±ix1e±ix2 ; q
) ]−1
,
Wη−β(x1, , x3) =
[
θ
(
e−(α+γ)e±ix1e±ix3 ; q
) ]−1
,
Wη−α( , x2, x3) =
[
θ
(
e−(β+γ)e±ix2e±ix3 ; q
) ]−1
, (49)
it is possible to rewrite (47) exactly as the following STR type expression∫
[dΩ]S (Ω; q)W±α (x1,Ω)W
±
β (x2,Ω)W
±
γ (x3,Ω)
= R(α, β, γ)Wη−α(x2, x3)Wη−β(x1, x3)Wη−γ(x1, x2), (50)
which resembles an STR expression because of the distribution of the spin variables as well as the
spectral parameters in both sides of the relation despite the different definition of left and right
hand side Boltzmann weights.
4.1.3 Case N = 3
The analysis is done in a similar way to those of the previous subsections. For this case it is
convenient to define the following expressions
u1 = s
−1e−α+ix1, u3 = s
−1e−α+ix2 , u5 = s
−1e−β+ix3, u7 = s
−1e−γ+ix4,
u2 = s
−1e−α−ix1, u4 = s
−1e−α−ix2 , u6 = s
−1e−β−ix3, u8 = s
−1e−γ−ix4, (51)
and the balancing condition
8∏
a=1
ua =
1
q
, (52)
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which in turn implies
qs−8 = e2(2α+β+γ). (53)
By using the same notation that we followed in the previous subsections it is possible to write
N∏
i=1
2N+2∏
a=1
θ
(
suaz
±1
i ; q
)
=
3∏
i=1
[
θ
(
e−α+ix1e±iΩi; q
)
θ
(
e−α−ix1e±iΩi ; q
)
θ
(
e−α+ix2e±iΩi; q
)
×θ (e−α−ix2e±iΩi; q) θ (e−β+ix3e±iΩi ; q) θ (e−β−ix3e±iΩi ; q)
×θ (e−γ+ix4e±iΩi; q) θ (e−γ−ix4e±iΩi ; q) ]
=
3∏
i=1
[
θ
(
e−αe±ix1e±iΩi ; q
)
θ
(
e−αe±ix2e±iΩi ; q
)
×θ (e−βe±ix3e±iΩi; q) θ (e−γe±ix4e±iΩi; q) ] (54)
and ∏
1≤a<b≤2N+2
θ
(
s2uaub; q
)× = [θ (e−2α; q) ]2θ (e−2β; q) θ (e−2γ; q)
×θ (e−2α±ix1±ix2 ; q) θ (e−(α+β)±ix1±ix3 ; q) θ (e−(α+γ)±ix1±ix4; q)
×θ (e−(α+β)±ix2±ix3; q) θ (e−(α+γ)±ix2±ix4; q)
×θ (e−(β+γ)±ix3±ix4; q) . (55)
We use again (26), the interaction factor (27), and the normalization factor R(α, β, γ) given by
R(α, β, γ) =
3!(4pi)3
(q; q)
2(3)
∞
θ
(
e2(2α+β+γ); q
) [[
θ
(
e−2α; q
) ]2
θ
(
e−2β ; q
)
θ
(
e−2γ ; q
) ]−1
(56)
as well as the crossing parameter (29) and expressions (54) and (55) to write (28) as∫
[dΩ]S (Ω; q)
3∏
i=1
[
θ
(
e−αe±ix1e±iΩi ; q
)
θ
(
e−αe±ix2e±iΩi ; q
)
×θ (e−βe±ix3e±iΩi; q) θ (e−γe±ix4e±iΩi; q) ]−1
= R(α, β, γ)
[
θ
(
e−2α±ix1±ix2; q
)
θ
(
e−(η−γ)±ix1±ix3; q
)
θ
(
e−(η−β)±ix1±ix4 ; q
)
×θ (e−(η−γ)±ix2±ix3; q) θ (e−(η−β)±ix2±ix4; q) θ (e−(η−α)±ix3±ix4 ; q) ]−1. (57)
The last equation is quite suggestive and definition of the Boltzmann weights as
Wα (x1, x2,Ω) =
3∏
i=1
[
θ
(
e−αe±ix1e±iΩi ; q
)
θ
(
e−αe±ix2e±iΩi ; q
) ]−1
[
θ (e−2α±ix1±ix2; q)
]−1 ,
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Vβ (x3,Ω) =
3∏
i=1
[
θ
(
e−βe±ix3e±iΩi ; q
) ]−1
,
Vγ (x4,Ω) =
3∏
i=1
[
θ
(
e−γe±ix4e±iΩi ; q
) ]−1
,
W η−α ( , , x3, x4) =
[
θ
(
e−(η−α)±ix3±ix4; q
) ]−1
,
V η−β (x1, x2, , x4) =
[
θ
(
e−(η−β)±ix1±ix4 ; q
)
θ
(
e−(η−β)±ix2±ix4; q
) ]−1
,
V η−γ (x1, x2, x3, ) =
[
θ
(
e−(η−γ)±ix1±ix3 ; q
)
θ
(
e−(η−γ)±ix2±ix3 ; q
) ]−1
, (58)
leads us to write down the index duality (57) as∫
[dΩ]S (Ω; q)Wα (x1, x2,Ω) Vβ (x3,Ω)Vγ (x4,Ω)
=R(α, β, γ)W η−α ( , , x3, x4) V η−β (x1, x2, , x4) V η−γ (x1, x2, x3, ) . (59)
Note that each side of (59) have the same definition for two Boltzmann weights while the third
one is different. This feature resembles the graphical representation of the asymmetric form of the
star-triangle relation [22]; unfortunately here there are more spin variables and the position of V
and V is not the same as in [21, 22, 23] for the asymmetric star-triangle relation in the context of
Yang–Baxter/3D-consistency correspondence.
4.1.4 Case N = 4
The analysis is quite similar to that of the previous case. Define the expressions
u1 = s
−1e−α+ix1 , u3 = s
−1e−α+ix2 , u5 = s
−1e−β+ix3, u7 = s
−1e−β+ix4, u9 = s
−1e−γ+ix5 ,
u2 = s
−1e−α−ix1 , u4 = s
−1e−α−ix2 , u6 = s
−1e−β−ix3, u8 = s
−1e−β−ix4, u10 = s
−1e−γ−ix5 , (60)
and the balancing condition
10∏
a=1
ua =
1
q
, (61)
which now implies
qs−10 = e2(2α+2β+γ). (62)
This time, factors in the left and right hand sides of (28) can be worked out as
N∏
i=1
2N+2∏
a=1
θ
(
suaz
±1
i ; q
)
=
4∏
i=1
[
θ
(
e−αe±ix1e±iΩi ; q
)
θ
(
e−αe±ix2e±iΩi ; q
)
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×θ (e−βe±ix3e±iΩi ; q) θ (e−βe±ix4e±iΩi; q) θ (e−γe±ix5e±iΩi; q) ] (63)
and ∏
1≤a<b≤2N+2
θ
(
s2uaub; q
)× = [θ (e−2α; q) ]2[θ (e−2β ; q) ]2θ (e−2γ ; q)
×θ (e−2α±ix1±ix2 ; q) θ (e−(α+β)±ix1±ix3; q) θ (e−(α+β)±ix1±ix4; q)
×θ (e−(α+γ)±ix1±ix5 ; q) θ (e−(α+β)±ix2±ix3 ; q)
×θ (e−(α+β)±ix2±ix4; q) θ (e−(α+γ)±ix2±ix5 ; q)
×θ (e−2β±ix3±ix4 ; q) θ (e−(β+γ)±ix3±ix5 ; q) θ (e−(β+γ)±ix4±ix5 ; q) , (64)
respectively. Again, definitions (26) and (27), crossing parameter (29), and normalization factor
R(α, β, γ) given by
R(α, β, γ) =
4!(4pi)4
(q; q)
2(4)
∞
θ
(
e2(2α+2β+γ); q
) [[
θ
(
e−2α; q
) ]2[
θ
(
e−2β; q
) ]2
θ
(
e−2γ ; q
) ]−1
, (65)
are considered. Moreover, expressions (63) and (64) lead to write (28) as∫
[dΩ]S (Ω; q)
4∏
i=1
[
θ
(
e−αe±ix1e±iΩi ; q
)
θ
(
e−αe±ix2e±iΩi ; q
)
×θ (e−βe±ix3e±iΩi ; q) θ (e−βe±ix4e±iΩi; q) θ (e−γe±ix5e±iΩi; q) ]−1
= R(α, β, γ)
[
θ
(
e−2α±ix1±ix2; q
)
θ
(
e−2β±ix3±ix4 ; q
)
×θ (e−(η−γ)±ix1±ix3 ; q) θ (e−(η−γ)±ix1±ix4; q) θ (e−(η−γ)±ix2±ix3; q)
×θ (e−(η−γ)±ix2±ix4 ; q) θ (e−(η−β)±ix1±ix5; q) θ (e−(η−β)±ix2±ix5 ; q)
×θ (e−(η−α)±ix3±ix5 ; q) θ (e−(η−α)±ix4±ix5 ; q)]−1. (66)
Finally, definition of the Boltzmann weights as
Vα (x1, x2,Ω) =
4∏
i=1
[
θ
(
e−αe±ix1e±iΩi; q
)
θ
(
e−αe±ix2e±iΩi; q
) ]−1
[
θ (e−2α±ix1±ix2 ; q)
]−1 ,
Vβ (x3, x4,Ω) =
4∏
i=1
[
θ
(
e−βe±ix3e±iΩi ; q
)
θ
(
e−βe±ix4e±iΩi ; q
) ]−1
[
θ (e−2β±ix3±ix4; q)
]−1 ,
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Wγ (x5,Ω) =
4∏
i=1
[
θ
(
e−γe±ix5e±iΩi ; q
) ]−1
,
V η−α ( , , x3, x4, x5) =
[
θ
(
e−(η−α)±ix3±ix5 ; q
)
θ
(
e−(η−α)±ix4±ix5 ; q
) ]−1
,
V η−β (x1, x2, , , x5) =
[
θ
(
e−(η−β)±ix1±ix5; q
)
θ
(
e−(η−β)±ix2±ix5; q
) ]−1
,
W η−γ (x1, x2, x3, x4, ) =
[
θ
(
e−(η−γ)±ix1±ix3 ; q
)
θ
(
e−(η−γ)±ix1±ix4; q
)
×θ (e−(η−γ)±ix2±ix3 ; q) θ (e−(η−γ)±ix2±ix4; q) ]−1, (67)
allows us to write the index duality (66) as∫
[dΩ]S (Ω; q)Vα (x1, x2,Ω) Vβ (x3, x4,Ω)Wγ (x5,Ω)
=R(α, β, γ)V η−α ( , , x3, x4, x5) V η−β (x1, x2, , , x5)W η−γ (x1, x2, x3, x4, ) , (68)
whose analysis is analogous to that of N = 3 case but with more spin variables.
4.1.5 Case N = 5
In this case, expression (23) can be rewritten as∫
(q; q)
2(5)
∞
(5)!(4pi)5
[
5∏
i=1
dzi
izi
][
5∏
i=1
θ
(
z±2i ; q
) ∏
1≤i<j≤5
θ
(
z±1i z
±1
j ; q
)] 5∏
i=1
12∏
a=1
[
θ
(
suaz
±1
i ; q
) ]−1
= θ
(
qs−12; q
) ∏
1≤a<b≤12
[
θ
(
s2uaub; q
) ]−1
. (69)
A generalization of relations (42) is given by
u1 = s
−1e−α+ix1 , u3 = s
−1e−α+ix2 ,
u2 = s
−1e−α−ix1 , u4 = s
−1e−α−ix2 ,
u5 = s
−1e−β+ix3 , u7 = s
−1e−β+ix4 ,
u6 = s
−1e−β−ix3 , u8 = s
−1e−β−ix4 ,
u9 = s
−1e−γ+ix5 , u11 = s
−1e−γ+ix6 ,
u10 = s
−1e−γ−ix5 , u12 = s
−1e−γ−ix6 , (70)
while the new balancing condition reads
12∏
a=1
ua =
1
q
, (71)
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which in turn implies
qs−12 = e4(α+β+γ). (72)
Now, by using Eqs. (25) and (70) for the left and right hand sides of (69), one has
5∏
i=1
12∏
a=1
θ
(
suaz
±1
i ; q
)
=
5∏
i=1
[
θ
(
e−αe±ix1e±iΩi ; q
)
θ
(
e−αe±ix2e±iΩi ; q
)
×θ (e−βe±ix3e±iΩi; q) θ (e−βe±ix4e±iΩi; q)
×θ (e−γe±ix5e±iΩi ; q) θ (e−γe±ix6e±iΩi ; q) ] (73)
and ∏
1≤a<b≤12
θ
(
s2uaub; q
)
=
[
θ
(
e−2α; q
)
θ
(
e−2α; q
)
θ
(
e−2β ; q
)
θ
(
e−2β; q
)
θ
(
e−2γ; q
)
θ
(
e−2γ ; q
) ]
×
[
θ
(
e−(α+α)e±ix1e±ix2 ; q
)
× θ (e−(α+β)e±ix1e±ix3 ; q) θ (e−(α+β)e±ix1e±ix4; q)
× θ (e−(α+β)e±ix2e±ix3 ; q) θ (e−(α+β)e±ix2e±ix4; q) ]
×
[
θ
(
e−(β+β)e±ix3e±ix4; q
)
× θ (e−(β+γ)e±ix3e±ix5 ; q) θ (e−(β+γ)e±ix3e±ix6; q)
× θ (e−(β+γ)e±ix4e±ix5 ; q) θ (e−(β+γ)e±ix4e±ix6; q) ]
×
[
θ
(
e−(γ+γ)e±ix5e±ix6 ; q
)
× θ (e−(α+γ)e±ix1e±ix5 ; q) θ (e−(α+γ)e±ix1e±ix6 ; q)
× θ (e−(α+γ)e±ix2e±ix5 ; q) θ (e−(α+γ)e±ix2e±ix6 ; q) ], (74)
respectively. Thus, by keeping expressions (26), (72), (73) and (74) in mind, definition of the
interaction factor S (Ω; q) and the normalization factor R(α, β, γ) as
S (Ω; q) =
5∏
i=1
θ
(
e±2iΩi ; q
) ∏
1≤i<j≤5
θ
(
e±iΩie±iΩj ; q
)
,
R(α, β, γ) =
5!(4pi)5
(q; q)
2(5)
∞
[
θ
(
e4(α+β+γ); q
) ][
θ
(
e−2α; q
)
θ
(
e−2β ; q
)
θ
(
e−2γ ; q
) ]−2
, (75)
the crossing parameter as (29) and the Boltzmann weights as
W±α (x1, x2,Ω) =
5∏
i=1
[
θ
(
e−αe±ix1e±iΩi; q
)
θ
(
e−αe±ix2e±iΩi; q
) ]−1
[
θ (e−2αe±ix1e±ix2 ; q)
]−1 ,
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W±β (x3, x4,Ω) =
5∏
i=1
[
θ
(
e−βe±ix3e±iΩi ; q
)
θ
(
e−βe±ix4e±iΩi ; q
) ]−1
[
θ (e−2βe±ix3e±ix4; q)
]−1 ,
W±γ (x5, x6,Ω) =
5∏
i=1
[
θ
(
e−γe±ix5e±iΩi; q
)
θ
(
e−γe±ix6e±iΩi; q
) ]−1
[
θ (e−2γe±ix5e±ix6; q)
]−1 ,
Wη−γ(x1, x2, x3, x4, , ) =
[
θ
(
e−(α+β)e±ix1e±ix3; q
)
θ
(
e−(α+β)e±ix1e±ix4 ; q
)
× θ (e−(α+β)e±ix2e±ix3; q) θ (e−(α+β)e±ix2e±ix4; q) ]−1,
Wη−α( , , x3, x4, x5, x6) =
[
θ
(
e−(β+γ)e±ix3e±ix5; q
)
θ
(
e−(β+γ)e±ix3e±ix6 ; q
)
× θ (e−(β+γ)e±ix4e±ix5; q) θ (e−(β+γ)e±ix4e±ix6 ; q) ]−1,
Wη−β(x1, x2, , , x5, x6) =
[
θ
(
e−(α+γ)e±ix1e±ix5; q
)
θ
(
e−(α+γ)e±ix1e±ix6 ; q
)
× θ (e−(α+γ)e±ix2e±ix5 ; q) θ (e−(α+γ)e±ix2e±ix6 ; q) ]−1, (76)
makes it possible to rewrite (69) exactly as the STR type expression∫
[dΩ]S (Ω; q)W±α (x1, x2,Ω)W
±
β (x3, x4,Ω)W
±
γ (x5, x6,Ω)
= R(α, β, γ)Wη−α( , , x3, x4, x5, x6)Wη−β(x1, x2, , , x5, x6)Wη−γ(x1, x2, x3, x4, , ), (77)
which can be thought of as a generalization of N = 2 case for more spin variables.
4.1.6 General case N = 3k + 2
Calculations made for the cases N = 2 and N = 5 can be naturally extended to all values of N
such that N = 3k + 2 for any k ∈ Z+ ∪ {0}7. In this case, (23) can be rewritten as
∫
R(k)
[
3k+2∏
i=1
dzi
izi
][
3k+2∏
i=1
θ
(
z±2i ; q
) ∏
1≤i<j≤3k+2
θ
(
z±1i z
±1
j ; q
)] 3k+2∏
i=1
6(k+1)∏
a=1
[
θ
(
suaz
±1
i ; q
) ]−1
7The cases k = 0 and k = 1 correspond precisely to the cases N = 2 and N = 5, respectively.
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= θ
(
qs−6(k+1); q
) ∏
1≤a<b≤6(k+1)
[
θ
(
s2uaub; q
) ]−1
, (78)
where
R(k) =
(q; q)
2(3k+2)
∞
(3k + 2)!(4pi)(3k+2)
. (79)
Generalization of relations (42) is
u1 = s
−1e−α+ix1 , · · · u2(k+1)−1 = s−1e−α+ix(k+1) ,
u2 = s
−1e−α−ix1 , · · · u2(k+1) = s−1e−α−ix(k+1) ,
u2(k+1)+1 = s
−1e−β+ix(k+1)+1, · · · u4(k+1)−1 = s−1e−β+ix2(k+1) ,
u2(k+1)+2 = s
−1e−β−ix(k+1)+1, · · · u4(k+1) = s−1e−β−ix2(k+1) ,
u4(k+1)+1 = s
−1e−γ+ix2(k+1)+1 , · · · u6(k+1)−1 = s−1e−γ+ix3(k+1) ,
u4(k+1)+2 = s
−1e−γ−ix2(k+1)+1 , · · · u6(k+1) = s−1e−γ−ix3(k+1) , (80)
while the new balancing condition reads
6(k+1)∏
a=1
ua =
1
q
. (81)
Then, by keeping crossing parameter (29) and expressions (26), (80) and (81) in mind, general-
ization of interaction and normalization factors, S (Ω; q) and R(α, β, γ), respectively, to
S (Ω; q) =
3k+2∏
i=1
θ
(
e±2iΩi ; q
) ∏
1≤i<j≤3k+2
θ
(
e±iΩie±iΩj ; q
)
,
R(α, β, γ) =
(3k + 2)!(4pi)3k+2
(q; q)
2(3k+2)
∞
[
θ
(
e2(k+1)(α+β+γ); q
) ][
θ
(
e−2α; q
)
θ
(
e−2β; q
)
θ
(
e−2γ; q
) ]−(k+1)
,
(82)
and Boltzmann weights to
W±α (x1, . . . , xk+1,Ω) =
3k+2∏
i=1
k+1∏
j=1
[
θ
(
e−αe±ixje±iΩi ; q
) ]−1
∏
m<n
m,n=1,...,(k+1)
[
θ
(
e−2αe±ixme±ixn ; q
) ]−1 ,
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W±β
(
x(k+1)+1, . . . , x2(k+1),Ω
)
=
3k+2∏
i=1
2(k+1)∏
j=(k+1)+1
[
θ
(
e−βe±ixje±iΩi ; q
) ]−1
∏
m<n
m,n=(k+1)+1,...,2(k+1)
[
θ
(
e−2βe±ixme±ixn; q
) ]−1 ,
W±γ
(
x2(k+1)+1, . . . , x3(k+1),Ω
)
=
3k+2∏
i=1
3(k+1)∏
j=2(k+1)+1
[
θ
(
e−γe±ixje±iΩi; q
) ]−1
∏
m<n
m,n=2(k+1)+1,...,3(k+1)
[
θ
(
e−2γe±ixme±ixn ; q
) ]−1 ,
Wη−γ
({xl}l=1,...,3(k+1)\{x2(k+1)+1,...,3(k+1)}) = ∏
m=1,...,(k+1)
n=(k+1)+1,...,2(k+1)
[
θ
(
e−(α+β)e±ixme±ixn; q
) ]−1
,
Wη−α
({xl}l=1,...,3(k+1)\{x1, . . . , x(k+1)}) = ∏
m=(k+1)+1,...,2(k+1)
n=2(k+1)+1,...,3(k+1)
[
θ
(
e−(β+γ)e±ixme±ixn ; q
) ]−1
,
Wη−β
({xl}l=1,...,3(k+1)\{x(k+1)+1,...,2(k+1)}) = ∏
m=1,...,(k+1)
n=2(k+1)+1,...,3(k+1)
[
θ
(
e−(α+γ)e±ixme±ixn; q
) ]−1
, (83)
leads us to write down the index duality (78) as the STR type expression∫
[dΩ]S (Ω; q)W±α (x1, . . . , xk+1,Ω)W
±
β
(
x(k+1)+1, . . . , x2(k+1),Ω
)
W±γ
(
x2(k+1)+1, . . . , x3(k+1),Ω
)
= R(α, β, γ)Wη−α
({xl}l=1,...,3(k+1)\{x1, . . . , x(k+1)})Wη−β ({xl}l=1,...,3(k+1)\{x(k+1)+1,...,2(k+1)})
×Wη−γ
({xl}l=1,...,3(k+1)\{x2(k+1)+1,...,3(k+1)}),
(84)
which is a generalization of the results obtained in subsections 4.1.2 and 4.1.5.
4.2 2d N = (0, 2) USp(2N) Csa´ki-Skiba-Schmaltz duality
In this subsection we study a 2d N = (0, 2) USp(2N) Csa´ki-Skiba-Schmaltz duality for theories
with matter in the antisymmetric tensor representation. This duality is obtained in [18]8 from
8This reference actually found two different index dualities, we refer here to the one given by Nb = 4 and Nf = 0.
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dimensional reduction of 4d N = 1 USp(2N) Csa´ki-Skiba-Schmaltz duality for theories with
matter in the antisymmetric tensor representation first studied in [19]. The 2dN = (0, 2) USp(2N)
Csa´ki-Skiba-Schmaltz duality is given between a USp(2N) gauge theory with 4 chiral multiplets in
the fundamental representation, N Fermi multiplets and one antisymmetric chiral, and a Laudau-
Ginzburg model with 6N chiral multiplets and N Fermi multiplets. The elliptic flavoured genera
expression for the duality of these 2d N = (0, 2) USp(2N) supersymmetric quiver gauge theories
is, from [18],
N∏
i=1
θ
(
qx−i; q
) ∫ [ dz¯N
[θ(x; q)]N
∏
1≤i<j≤N θ
(
xz±1i z
±1
j ; q
)]
 1∏N
i=1
∏4
a=1 θ
(
sx
1−N
3 uaz
±1
i ; q
)

=
N∏
i=1
θ
(
qs−4xi−
2N+1
3 ; q
)
∏
1≤a<b≤4 θ
(
s2xi−
2N+1
3 uaub; q
) , (85)
where, again,
dz¯N =
(q; q)2N∞
N !(4pi)N
N∏
i=1
[
dzi
izi
θ
(
z±2i ; q
)] ∏
1≤i<j≤N
θ
(
z±1i z
±1
j ; q
)
(86)
is the measure associated with USp(2N). Here, {ua}a=1,...,4, {s} and {x} are the sets of fugacities
associated with the global symmetry group SU(4)u×U(1)s ×U(1)x of the theories. Note that for
N = 1 the duality is, as well as in the Intriligator-Pouliot case of section 4.1.1, reduced to the 2d
N = (0, 2) SU(2) duality considered in [27, 16].
Index duality (85) can be analysed for general N by defining, in analogy with (32), the following
relations between fugacities, spectral parameters and spin variables
u1 = s
−1x
N−1
3 e−α+ix1 , u3 = s
−1x
N−1
3 e−β+ix2 ,
u2 = s
−1x
N−1
3 e−α−ix1 , u4 = s
−1x
N−1
3 e−β−ix2 , (87)
and the balancing condition
4∏
a=1
ua =
1
q
. (88)
First of all, use (25) to define
S ′ (Ω; x, q) =
N∏
i=1
θ
(
qx−i; q
)

N∏
i=1
θ
(
e±2iΩi ; q
) ∏
1≤i<j≤N
θ
(
e±iΩie±iΩj ; q
)
[θ(x; q)]N
∏
1≤i<j≤N
θ
(
xe±iΩie±iΩj ; q
)
 (89)
and, in turn, use it to rewrite (85) as
(q; q)2N∞
N !(4pi)N
∫ [ N∏
i=1
dzi
izi
] [
S ′ (Ω; x, q)
] 1∏N
i=1
∏4
a=1 θ
(
sx
1−N
3 uaz
±1
i ; q
)

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=N∏
i=1
θ
(
qs−4xi−
2N+1
3 ; q
)
∏
1≤a<b≤4 θ
(
s2xi−
2N+1
3 uaub; q
) . (90)
By using expressions (87) it is possible to rewrite some factors in (90) as
N∏
i=1
4∏
a=1
θ
(
sx
1−N
3 uaz
±1
i ; q
)
=
N∏
i=1
[
θ
(
e−α+ix1e±iΩi; q
)
θ
(
e−α−ix1e±iΩi ; q
)
θ
(
e−β+ix2e±iΩi; q
)
×θ (e−β−ix2e±iΩi ; q) ]
=
N∏
i=1
[
θ
(
e−αe±ix1e±iΩi ; q
)
θ
(
e−βe±ix2e±iΩi; q
) ]
(91)
and
N∏
i=1
∏
1≤a<b≤4
θ
(
s2xi−
2N+1
3 uaub; q
)
=
N∏
i=1
[
θ
(
xi−1e−2α; q
)
θ
(
xi−1e−2β; q
)
×θ (xi−1e−(α+β)+ix1+ix2 ; q) θ (xi−1e−(α+β)+ix1−ix2 ; q)
×θ (xi−1e−(α+β)−ix1+ix2 ; q) θ (xi−1e−(α+β)−ix1−ix2 ; q) ]
=
N∏
i=1
[
θ
(
xi−1e−2α; q
)
θ
(
xi−1e−2β; q
)
θ
(
xi−1e−(α+β)e±ix1e±ix2 ; q
) ]
.
(92)
Also, we note that the balancing condition (88) implies the relation
qs−4x
4(N−1)
3 = e2(α+β), (93)
from where we have
θ
(
qs−4xi−
2N+1
3 ; q
)
= θ
(
xi−(2N−1)e2(α+β); q
)
. (94)
By using expressions (91), (92) and (94), the index duality (90) rewrites as
(q; q)2N∞
N !(4pi)N
∫ [ N∏
i=1
dΩi
] [
S ′ (Ω; x, q)
] N∏
i=1
[
θ
(
e−αe±ix1e±iΩi ; q
)
θ
(
e−βe±ix2e±iΩi ; q
) ]−1
= θ
(
xi−(2N−1)e2(α+β); q
) N∏
i=1
[
θ
(
xi−1e−2α; q
)
θ
(
xi−1e−2β ; q
)
θ
(
xi−1e−(α+β)e±ix1e±ix2; q
) ]−1
. (95)
Thus, by keeping (26) in mind, identification of the interaction factor S (Ω; x, q) and the nor-
malization factor R(α, β; x) as
S (Ω; x, q) = S ′ (Ω; x, q) ,
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R(α, β; x) =
N !(4pi)N
(q; q)2N∞
[
θ
(
xi−(2N−1)e2(α+β); q
) ] N∏
i=1
[
θ
(
xi−1e−2α; q
)
θ
(
xi−1e−2β ; q
) ]−1
, (96)
and the Boltzmann weights as
Wα (x1,Ω) =
N∏
i=1
[
θ
(
e−αe±ix1e±iΩi; q
) ]−1
,
Wβ (x2,Ω) =
N∏
i=1
[
θ
(
e−βe±ix2e±iΩi; q
) ]−1
,
W xα+β (x1, x2) =
N∏
i=1
[
θ
(
xi−1e−(α+β)e±ix1e±ix2 ; q
) ]−1
, (97)
leads us to put the index duality (95) in the form∫
[dΩ]S (Ω; x, q)Wα (x1,Ω)Wβ (x2,Ω) = R(α, β; x)W
x
α+β (x1, x2) . (98)
Again, as in the Intriligator-Pouliot case discussed in section 4.1.1, expression (98) has an anal-
ogous form to that of the triangle identity considered in [22] but with a slight distinction between
left and right hand side Boltzmann weights given by an extra parameter x in the latter one, this
situation is quite similar to that in expression (22) for Boltzmann weights found in [12].
5 Final Remarks
In the present paper, a brief overview of the gauge/YBE correspondence is provided. The work
performed in this subject is brand new, the dictionary of this correspondence is incomplete and
it is yet under construction. For example, references [35, 36] contain a large list of 4d N = 1
dualities and their corresponding supersymmetric index equalities, this is done for many gauge
groups, but it is not clear if there are star-triangle type relations associated to all of them. In
particular, star-triangle type relations associated to 2d N = (0, 2) supersymmetric quiver gauge
theory dualities had not been found before and so they are not included yet into this context. It
was the purpose of this article to provide them for the 2d N = (0, 2) USp(2N) dualities presented
in Ref. [18], that is, Intriligator-Pouliot and Csa´ki-Skiba-Schmaltz dualities in two dimensions.
The derivation coming from Intriligator-Pouliot duality for N = (0, 2) supersymmetric quiver
gauge theories was carried out explicitly for different values of N . In particular, for N = 2, 5 we
found that the realization of the duality conditions (41) and (69) implied the corresponding STR
type expressions (50) and (77), respectively. These cases were generalized to the value N = 3k+2,
where duality condition (78) implied STR type expression (84). All these STR type expressions
have two different definitions for Boltzmann weights, one for the left hand side and other for
the right hand side ones. The cases with N = 3, 4 (expressions (59) and (68), respectively) are
somewhat similar to the asymmetric form of the star-triangle relation already reported in Refs.
[21, 22, 23] although they are not exactly the same. The value N = 1, our expression (40), is
more interesting because it highly resembles the triangle identity reported previously [22] in the
literature of Yang–Baxter/3D-consistency correspondence.
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The derivation of STR type expression (98) from Csa´ki-Skiba-Schmaltz duality for N = (0, 2)
supersymmetric quiver gauge theories with an antisymmetric tensor is valid for all values of N ,
this expression also resembles the triangle identity found in [22] but the right hand side Boltzmann
weight have an extra parameter similar in spirit to definitions (22) coming from [12].
As part of the work, the Boltzmann weights as well as the interaction and normalization factors
were completely determined for all cases. It is worthy to remark that all examples we found here
have not exactly the form of a SSR or a STR expression, which we certainly know give rise to
integrable models. Thus, although we have shown that the diverse dualities of certain 2dN = (0, 2)
models considered here have an associated STR type expression they probably do not represent
integrable models. Actually, in the context of Yang–Baxter/3D-consistency correspondence the
relation of triangle identity with integrability is still unclear [22]. We hope our expressions could
give insights in the study of integrability in an alternative direction to that of Ref. [26] were a
triality between 2dN = (0, 2) models was found and it was conjectured that a tetrahedron equation
of certain integrable systems would be associated with those models. Precise determination of
integrability properties of our STR type expressions is an interesting topic for future work.
We conclude the paper by mentioning that it would be interesting to analyse the relation of
star-triangle type relations, no matter whether they have associated integrable models or not, and
topological knot invariants (see, for instance, [36, 37]). Moreover, it would also be interesting to
find a description of the gauge/YBE correspondence in terms of brane box configurations discussed
in Refs. [38, 39].
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